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BRITISH ENGLISH
Available in British English

DIGITAL STUDENT’S BOOK
Fully interactive version of the
Student’s Book with embedded
video and audio

AMERICAN ENGLISH
Available in American English

eBOOK
Page faithful version of the
Student’s Book

INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH
A variety of versions from
around the world

RESOURCE CENTRE
Additional downloadable content
for teachers and/or students

VIDEO
Video content

PRESENTATION KIT
Interactive presentation material
for use with projectors and/or
interactive whiteboards

CD-ROM
Additional content for teachers
and/or students

ONLINE WORKBOOK/PRACTICE
Additional practice activities
with automatic scoring

CEFR LEVEL

A1

Macmillan
Writing Series

p76

Macmillan English
Grammar in Context

p77

Destination Grammar
& Vocabulary Series

p77

A1+

A2

A2+

B1

B1+

B2

Second Edition

Skillful Second Edition

B2+

3

C1

C2

Ellen Kisslinger &
Lida Baker
Series Consultant:
Dorothy E. Zemach

Listening & Speaking

Preparing students
for academic success.
Developing the skills and language students
need for university and their future careers.
For more information see page 55.

Student’s Book Pack

B2

The skills for success at
university and beyond

+ Student’s Resource Center
and Online Workbook
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Macmillan Writing Series
DOROTHY E. ZEMACH, DANIEL BROUDY, CARLOS ISLAM, ROBYN BRINKS LOCKWOOD,
LISA A. GHULLDU, CHRIS VALVONA

Macmillan Writing Series is a 4-level course with
step-by-step guidance and engaging practice exercises
designed to teach young adult learners to write in English
correctly and autonomously in an academic context.
A2

C1

By offering training in a range of skills, including how to brainstorm ideas and arrange
them, write long and short-form texts and share information, Macmillan Writing Series
provides students with the tools they need to master academic writing. The course
gradually develops students’ writing, from basic sentence construction through to writing
full academic research papers.

• A systematic approach offers clarity to students, helping them to organise their learning
and develop skills in a comprehensive way.
• The end of each unit provides students with an opportunity to use the grammar
and vocabulary, sentence and paragraph structures they have learnt in engaging
writing tasks.
• The thematic approach helps students to learn vocabulary and apply it to their writing.
• The comprehensive Teacher’s Guide includes step-by-step notes and activities, a full
answer-key and photocopiable peer review forms, as well as suggestions for extra
learning activities.
• Each Student’s Book contains an appendix, complete with a verb chart that highlights
irregular past tense verb forms and participles for easy reference.
Macmillan Writing Series Student’s Books are also
available in British English, to find out more visit:

mac-ed.courses/macmillan-writing-series
Writing
Sentences

Writing
Paragraphs

Writing Essays

Writing Research
Papers

Writing Skills

Student’s Book

9780230415911

9780230415935

9780230415928

9780230421943

9781786323286

Writing Series Teacher’s Guide (for all AE titles)

9780230415447

—

—

—

—

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information
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SIMON CLARKE, MICHAEL VINCE

Macmillan English Grammar in Context is a cross-curricular,
3-level grammar practice series for adult and young adult learners,
designed to revise and consolidate key grammatical structures.
• A combination of everyday English and relevant academic language teaches students
to use grammatical structures in context.
• Exercises range in difficulty within each unit to allow learners to increase their confidence
as they move from straightforward activities to more challenging ones.

A1

C2

• A fully searchable glossary gives additional support and points of reference to facilitate learning
outside of the classroom.
• The Review section offers additional activities for students who want to check their understanding
or for extra practice.
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Macmillan English Grammar in Context

• A CD-ROM includes extra practice and printable tests, making the course perfect for using both
at home and in the classroom.

To find out more, visit

mac-ed.courses/macmillan-english-grammar-in-context
Essential

Intermediate

Advanced

Student’s Book with Key + CD-ROM Pack

9781405070515

9781405071437

9781405070546

Student’s Book without Key + CD-ROM Pack

9781405071468

9781405071444

9781405071482

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

Destination Grammar
and Vocabulary Series
MALCOLM MANN, STEVE TAYLORE-KNOWLES
• Each grammar unit begins with a clear one-page presentation of grammar rules and examples followed by
carefully graded exercises providing students with reference and practice opportunities all in one place.
• A wide range of exercises, including those found in the Cambridge English exams, ensures students
practise the task types they will encounter in the exams.
• The topic-based vocabulary units open with presentation tables showing topic vocabulary,
phrasal verbs, prepositional phrases, word formation and word patterns while the accompanying activities
offer systematic practice of the target language and vocabulary.

B1

C2

• The reference and practice material, including a unit-by-unit glossary of vocabulary with definitions and
example sentences from the Macmillan Essential Dictionary, provides students with additional support.
• The series includes fourteen 2-page reviews and two 4-page progress tests, providing extensive
opportunities for consolidation of grammar and vocabulary skills.

B1

B2

C1 & C2

Student’s Book without key

9780230035379

9780230035393

9780230035416

Student’s Book with key

9780230035362

9780230035386

9780230035409

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information
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